The three polymorphic chains of human Hb-F studied in normal Italian newborns.
Both the known polymorphisms of human Hb-F have been investigated here. Two similar groups of full-term newborns have been considered: pure F-globin has been studied by suitable fingerprinting techniques in the first group, while isoelectrofocusing techniques have been employed in the second. The results clearly indicate that G/A gamma polymorphism can be correctly determined with both the procedures, while the T/I gamma polymorphism cannot, because IEF is not sensitive enough towards low quantities of A gamma T chains. Moreover, in the first group of newborns, the A gamma T gene frequency (P) is 0.23, while the total G/A gamma ratio of both groups is about 7/3, the two data being in full agreement with those of the literature. Furthermore, additional reports show that the main functional parameters of the whole neonatal blood are not significantly different either in the presence or in the absence of A gamma T chains.